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Abstract
It is stiggested that a superunified field theory incorporating
pravity and possessing asymptotic freedom could provide a solution to
tae paradox of the isotropy of the universal 3K background radiation.
Thermal equilibrium could be established in this context through inter-
actions occurring in a temporally indefinite preplanckian era.
1. Introduction
There is a mystery concerning the evolution of the universe which
is of profound and fundamental significance.. It goes like this:
Tien we look out over the sky, we can "see" radiation that was
emitted in when the universe was very young; and which last scattered
off the matter content of the ur.ivc^rse some 15 x 10 9 years ago. At that
time, it had a temperature some — 10' times its present temperature of
— 3K, i.e., it last scattered at a redshift z r- 103 , orders of magnitude
higher than the redshift of the furthest quasar. But the ultimate source
of the radiation, annihilation of particles and antiparticles with all
masses allowable at corresponding tempera t tires, lies at much earlier,
hotter epochs. The 3K microwave background radiation is remarkably iso-
tropic - to within better than one part in a thousand.)
The paradox comes in when we consider that the universe is expanding;
at less than the velocity of light. Therefor.c., as tima goes on we see
more and more of the universe as distant regions come within our "event
hcrizon", those within dist-nces X 5 ct u	c/H(z) where li(z) is the
Ilubble "constant" (really a function of z and therefore t) and t o is
Lhe age of the universe. Thus, we are now Seeing 3K microwave background
radiation from parrs of the universe which apparently were never in
causal contact, since even radiation travelling; at the speed of light
never wot-ad have time to cross from one region to another. [low then could
they be in such apparent thermal. equilibrium? Or, putting; it another way,
how could one region have 1-:nown to adjusr 1-ts temperature to that of the
unknown other relic,?
2. Grand Unification
The solution may lie with the very earliest stages of the big-bang
and may be supplied by concepts now emerptrig out of the new unified
ga.ige-field theories. The argument may tun in outline like this:
It is by now well known that Weinberg 2) and Salam3g have succeeded
in developing a theory unifying the weak and electromagnetic interactions
which led to some predictions now conf.rmed such ^ns "neutral current"
(e.g. v + N	 v + X) int:rac_tions. 4	The We.inber,,-Salam Theory has been
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shown by I Hooft b) to be renormalizable and therefore to be just as well
defined a theory as quantum electrodynamics, the extremely accurate quan-
tum theory of the electromagnetic field.
A further step toward unification was taken with the proposed grand
unified theory of strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions of
Georgt and Clashow. el
 This theory enabled one to calculate the value of
the very important Weinberg, angle parameter expressing the ratio of the
strength of neutral current to electromagnetic interactions, left under-
determined in the Weinberg-Salam model. 11iis is because the Sl)(5) group
upon which the Georgi-Clashow model is based is a simple group involving
only one gauge coupling conEtant whereas the SU(2)OU(1) model of Weinberg
and Salam admits two apparently independent gauge coupling constants.
This is the result of the symmetry breaking SU(5)-•SU(3)04SU(2)&11(1)j.
The calculated value of the. Weinberg angle agrees beautifully with
recent experimental results as do the predicted masses of the rp and T
mesons. 7)
'11he SU(5) Georgi-Glashow theory incorporates within it the SU(3)
gauge theory of strong (or quark-gluon color) interactions known as
quantum chromodynanics (QCD). This theory has the peculiar Out for our
purposes here essential) property called asymptotic freedom , ' which is
experimentally supported b y the observations of Bjorken scaling and
certain nucleon structure functions measured in high energy neutrino-
nucleon interactions." Asymptotic freedom, i.e. the weakening of the
color force (or "strong force") at small distances (or, equivalently,
higher energies), is one side of the mathematical relationship that
requires such forces to become strong at "large" distances (of the order
of the size of the nucleon), a phenomenon sometimes called "infrared
slavery". Indeed, .deinberg has remarked that we would have to postulate
asymptotic freedom in order to allow a gauge field to become strongio)
Work is now progressing on what may be the final unification of
the "grand unified tzcor." with a quantum gauge theory of gravity. Such
theories are called "supergravity" theories'" While many problems
remain, let us for the moment assume that they can be overcome and that
a quantum unified field theory can be constructed. We can then put to-
gether an outline of the evolution of the big-bang.
3. The Early Big-Banff
Coins; back in time to about 10'"s after the big-bang, the weak and
electromagnetic forces 	 have been unified into one force with strength
,,CY. At this time nucleons and mesons slid not exist and in their place-
was a gas of quar':s. Inese quark!; and leptons look like "point particles''.
For this reason, we can continue talking about particles even for times
when the distance to the event horizon was less than ...10- 1 "cm, the size
of a typical present-day hadron. (Such a situation has been called the
"hadron barrier". 120,
Going further back to x.10 -a6 s after the big-hank, according to the
Georgi-Glashow theory" all of the forces except gravity may have been
unified. At this time, the universal "soup" consisted of unified lepto-
quarks and the various gauge bosons - Photon, gluons, weak intermediate
1.
vector bosons (hi t
 ,lo ), leptoquark intermediate vector bosons MY) gravi-
tons and po ,;sibly Higgs, bosons and yravititios. The X and Y bosons have
masses --1016
 GeV/,c2,
Finally, we arrive back at a time --5X1(1 " i after the big -bang when
gravitation was as strong as Lite other forces 13 allmay have been unified
with them. This, is the Planck time t
	
M (11 C/cS )1 z at w111ch the full
quantum effects of gravity come Into ^ 
e
ll.ty.
What happened earlier? It is in this "preplancktall era" that a
possible solution to the 3h background isotropy may be found. Two points
in the above discussion are crucial.
(1) All fields at that time could have been unified into
one "force."
(2) The color field exhibits asymptotic freedom. Asymptotic
freedom also holds for various classes, of grand unified
theories of weak, strong and electromaj ,netic Interactions IS)
and has also been recently shown to hold for one type of
quantum gravity16).
Combining theses pointi, it is plausible to suppose that the_ uttt fied
force possessesi.e.,a -+_a milp totic f re ed om, i.e0 as 1*— . It tills hitherto
--
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been assumed (although we have no theory of gravity at these energies)
that gravitational forces blow up as t- ►0. It is unlikely, however,
that such a nonlinear behavor could lead to a truly renormalized
quantum theory of kravitylfii.
Tt has been spL+culated that the Planck time tthe e existed
unified gauge boson L; having the Planck mass M _ (h llc/C)1 	 "\ , I. 2X101 q
CeV/c 2
 existing; as their own Independent "blar^ holes." At t
	 space-
time was then discontinuous, assuming its full quantum behavi g rl . In
this situation we can no longer speak of a topology of a spice-time
c.ontinunm whose pro-orties def ine the gravitational f ield
	 , or indeed
the behavior of a particle in any unified field. Thus, without space-
time there is no gravity (or unified gravity). Remaining physical con-
cepts would of n , c.esstt y be expressed in such pretopological terminology
as Rurel rings l  . An alternative is that the curvature of space-tithe
actually could have been smaller than the inverse Planck length because
of asymptotic f recdonnt. It also may have been that before the breakdown
of full symmetry the ;aurae bosons could have actually been massless,
their hltr;e masses being the result of spontaneous: symmetry breaking
.in the post-Planck'. =r- era. Such it situation would 11:1ve resulted in a long-
range unified field_ e. may thus, have been, in the prepl.ancklan era,
at it
	 when qL!:? t'.:11 eftccts were Important but who'll plivsfcs, a_: wo
know it, was; still -enningful
The concept of rime. ordertug, howover, night not have been me anine-
ful at this earliest stage in the history of the universe. In it
 
stage where the physics does not blow lip, owing to the uncertainty
principle and the primitive nature of the space-time topology, time
fluctuations may il. , ve occurred in both temporal directions about t = 0
until a fluctuation occurrea which was Ltci;e enough to "se a t off" the y big-
bang. indeed, before spontaneous symmetry breaking it ma y lulve been
F	 3
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Impossible to define a unique global direction of time. It has been sug-
gested that the big-bang could have arisen as a vacuum fluctuation 5rovid-
ed that the universe initially had a vanishing net bat-yon number. 19	Such
a situatiyn arises naEurally within the context of baryon symmetric cos-
mology. 20y Thus the preplanckian era could have possessed a vary large
of
	
event horizon" and a type of thermodynamic equilibrium may
have occurred, accounting for the ultimate isotropy of the 3K microwave
background radiation. Were this the case, the term "Planck radiation"
could have more than ont , meaning!
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